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Family reunification for beneficiaries 
of international protection 

 
The information presented in this fact sheet is extracted from the Asylum Report 2023 and 
covers developments in 2022 and early 2023.  
 
 

Family reunification can play a pivotal role in the integration of beneficiaries of international 
protection into the host society. The right to family life is enshrined in several international 
human rights documents, including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the 
European Convention on Human Rights. The EU Charter of Fundamental Rights affirms the 
right with due regard to these instruments, in addition to case law of the Court of Justice of the 
European Union and the European Court of Human Rights. The Family Reunification Directive 
details provisions for recognised refugees in the EU.  

In many EU+ countries, family reunification may be granted to refugees but not to beneficiaries 
of subsidiary protection. National and European courts continue to interpret decisions taken 
by national administrations on the right to be unified with one’s family. 

 
 

https://euaa.europa.eu/asylum-report-2022
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Key developments in 2022 
 
 

1. At the global and EU levels 

 In its recommendations to the EU on resettlement needs and key priorities in 2023, 
UNHCR included enhancing the possibilities for family reunification.1  

 UNHCR recommended to the Swedish and Spanish Presidencies of the Council of the 
EU to facilitate access to information and legal support in the family reunification 
procedure.2 

 In March 2022, the UN Human Rights Council held a panel discussion on the rights of 
the child and family reunification. The Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of 
Migrants observed how separation from families may have detrimental effects on 
children’s mental and physical health and called national authorities in host countries to 
integrate unaccompanied migrant children into national child protection systems without 
discrimination.3 The High Commissioner for Human Rights presented the findings of her 
report on the risks children may face, especially in the context of migration, and offered 
a series of recommendations to prevent separation and better support family 
reunification.4  

 In the context of developing legal pathways to protection in Europe, civil society 
organisations expressed concern that more could have been done for Afghans wishing 
to come to Europe, such as facilitating family reunification, establishing community 
sponsorship schemes and opening education and labour pathways, particularly for 
women whose education has been disrupted.5 

2. At the national level  

Legislative developments 

 Slovakia amended its Act on Asylum in June 2022 to regulate the hierarchy of national 
and international protection statuses, prioritising the consideration and granting of 
subsidiary protection based on serious injustice over the granting of asylum for the 
purpose of family reunification, and over the granting of asylum on humanitarian 
grounds. Thus, the first step will be to assess the need for international protection, and if 
the conditions for granting international protection are not met, then the possibility of 
granting a national status will be considered.  

 The Finnish Aliens Act was amended, and as of 1 February 2023, minors who have 
received international protection became exempted from the requirement of having 
sufficient financial resources. Family members can now be granted a residence permit, 
even when the minor sponsor does not fulfil this requirement,6 as recommended by 
UNHCR and civil society organisations in 20217 and the Finnish Human Rights Centre in 
June 2022.8 However, contrary to the recommendations, the requirement remained 
unchanged for adult beneficiaries of subsidiary protection.9  
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 The Icelandic government approved a proposal to allow family reunification for young 
Afghan refugees who received protection shortly after turning 18 years. In principle, only 
persons under the age of 18 can apply for family reunification with their parents and 
siblings under 18 years old.10 

 The Belgian government announced its intention to create a separate right of residence 
through family reunification of parents of children who are recognised beneficiaries of 
international protection, but who themselves do not qualify for international protection.11 

Policy developments 

 The Swedish Migration Agency issued a legal position in 2022 on the relevant time to 
determine the age of an applicant or a sponsor. According to the legal position, for a 
child who applies to reunite with a parent in Sweden, the relevant time is the time of 
application for family reunification or, when the application for family reunification is 
made within 3 months from when the parent was granted a residence permit and 
protection status, the relevant time is when the parent applied for asylum. For a parent 
who applies to reunite with a child in Sweden, the relevant time for determining the age 
of the child is the time of the application for family reunification or, when the child was 
under 18 years when applying for asylum but has turned 18 years at the time of 
application for family reunification, that child is still considered as a child if the 
application for family reunification was lodged within 3 months from the date the child 
was granted a residence permit.12 

 Amendments were adopted to family reunification rules in Denmark. As a rule, the 
sponsor living in Denmark or the sponsor's spouse or cohabitant should not be 
convicted of ‘negative social control’ (for example, sending a child abroad to conditions 
that seriously endanger the child's health or development) for a period of 10 years to be 
able to proceed with family reunification with a child. Similar changes were introduced 
as a criterion for acquiring a permanent residence permit.13 

 In Germany several federal states (Berlin, Bremen, Hessen, Schleswig-Holstein and 
Thuringia) decided in 2021 and 2022 to implement regional family reunification 
programmes, which were approved by the federal government. The programmes 
catered to family members of Afghan refugees. For Syrian refugees, some regional 
programmes for family reunification are still in place. These programmes are reserved 
for first- and second-degree relatives of persons living in Germany with refugee status or 
another legal residential status. In contrast to the ‘normal’ family reunification procedure, 
the family members living in Germany must act as sponsors by declaring that they will 
cover the cost of living of their relatives (either from their own resources or with the help 
of external sponsors).14 

 The Dutch Immigration and Naturalisation Service (IND) announced several measures in 
April 2022 to shorten the waiting time for family reunification and close the backlog. 
Other measures aimed to speed up the process once family members were in the 
Netherlands, for example, by creating a separate location and strand for the registration 
of their application.15 However, a new judgment from the Council of State advised the 
IND to always weigh the different interests before taking a decision in a family 
reunification case. For example, it was no longer sufficient to conclude a lack of 

https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2613
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emotional ties without weighing further elements. The additional steps would likely 
extend processing times rather than reducing them. 

 However, in August 2022, the new policies to accelerate procedures in the Netherlands 
were halted due to a lack of places in reception. The temporary measures aimed to 
restrict family reunification until 31 December 2023. A visa was only issued to a family 
member when the assigned municipality notified that suitable accommodation had been 
found for the recognised beneficiary and the family members planning to join. The 
procedure was foreseen to take a maximum of 15 months: 9 months to check the family 
reunification application and 6 months to issue the visa. If no accommodation was found 
within the 15-month period, the family members would be issued a visa immediately. The 
government proposed an amendment to relevant legislation to increase the formal 
decision time limit for family reunification cases from 6 to 9 months, the maximum 
allowed by the Family Reunification Directive.16 

 Following the entry into force of the temporary measures, several courts in the 
Netherlands granted interim protection against decisions to refuse a family reunification 
visa due to a lack of reception places. The Council of State pronounced a ruling on this 
matter related to three cases in February 2023.17 In all three cases, the council ruled that 
the measure was against national and EU laws.18 Following the rulings, the measure was 
immediately abolished. 

Changes in practices 

 Italy launched a new digital platform to facilitate the family reunification procedure. It 
allows, for example, a request to be submitted online.19 

 In Latvia, the Office of Citizenship and Migration Affairs developed new leaflets on 
various topics, including information on accommodation, detention and family 
reunification.20  

 Due to an increase in the number of family reunification applications, the Finnish 
Immigration Service announced a backlog in their processing in October 2022. The 
backlog concerned only a limited number of applications, and 60% of the requests 
submitted in 2022 received a decision within 3 months.21 

 A study published in June 2022 found that Dutch family reunification legislation was 
perceived to be more lenient than in other EU+ countries. This led to many 
unaccompanied children applying for asylum in the country with the objective to be 
reunited with their families afterwards.22 

3. International and civil society organisations 

 UNHCR in Spain was concerned by the long processing times for family reunification. 
The organisation observed that the procedure could take more than 18 months, as it 
involves a complex procedure with several authorities, and guidelines seemed to be 
lacking on their cooperation. The organisation also noted that beneficiaries usually 
received very little information on the status of their request. 
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 In Austria, civil society organisations expressed concern about the time limit to apply for 
family reunification, given that applications must be submitted personally to an Austrian 
embassy and waiting times were often lengthy.23  

 In view of the national elections in Malta, the aditus foundation put forward a number of 
proposals in 2022 with regard to family reunification, rescues at sea and 
disembarkation, administrative detention, reception, the regularisation of undocumented 
migrants, the statelessness determination procedure and the decriminalisation of illegal 
entry for refugees and asylum seekers.24 

 In 2022, the Foundation for Access to Rights in Bulgaria continued to build its capacity 
to provide effective legal assistance through a new cross-border project on legal 
assistance for the family reunification procedure and the integration of beneficiaries of 
international protection.25 The project continued existing initiatives on legal aid provision 
at every step of the asylum procedure.26 In total, 80 applicants benefitted from legal aid 
through an AMIF-funded project which targeted third-country nationals with special 
needs.27 The project ended in October 2022.  

 In February 2023, ECRE published a comparative report providing an overview of 
current state legislation and practices in family reunification for beneficiaries of 
international protection in 23 European countries based on ECRE’s Asylum Information 
Database (AIDA). The report focuses on both good practices and trends at the national 
level which may compromise the effectiveness of the right to family reunification for 
beneficiaries of international protection.28 

 The Finnish Human Rights Centre made recommendations to improve the family 
reunification procedure and ensure adequate consideration of the best interests of the 
child.29  

4. Jurisprudence related to family reunification cases 

 The ECtHR considered the suspension of family reunification introduced by the 
Temporary Law in Sweden, in contrast to its judgment in M.A. v Denmark, where it 
assessed the 3-year waiting period for family reunification. The court concluded that 
Swedish legislation was not in breach of the ECHR, Article 8, as the suspension had 
been applicable in this particular case for less than 2 years, the difference in treatment 
between refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection was objectively justified, 
and the effect of the differential treatment was not disproportionate. The court also 
underlined that “the best interests of a child, of whatever age, could not constitute a 
‘trump card’ that required the admission of all children who would be better off living in a 
Contracting State”. 

 During 2022, the CJEU addressed several questions on determining minority for the 
purposes of family reunification. The court underlined that the main objective of the 
Family Reunification Directive was to favour reuniting families and the directive must be 
applied toward the best interests of a child. Hence, it was contrary to EU law that 
German authorities took into account the date of the decision on the entry and 
residence visa as determining the minority or majority of the applicant or the sponsor. 
In another ruling delivered on the same day, the CJEU concluded that the date of the 

https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2841
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2645
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2646
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sponsor’s application for international protection needs to be taken into account to 
determine the minority of the sponsor’s child.  

 The court gave guidance on assessing the existence of a real family relationship in 
these particular cases. The German civil society organisation, PRO ASYL, welcomed the 
ruling to strengthen family reunification rights across the EU.30 The SMA in Sweden 
updated its legal guidance following the decision.31 Still, the Belgian Council of State 
referred again questions for a preliminary ruling and asked which moment should be 
decisive when determining the minority of the person to be reunited with the sponsor: 
the moment when the sponsor submitted the application for international protection or 
when the protection is granted. 

 The CJEU interpreted Articles 2(f) and 10(3a) of the Family Reunification Directive and 
ruled that unaccompanied minors do not have to be unmarried in order to be sponsors 
for their parents in a family reunification procedure. In agreement with the opinion of the 
Advocate General, the court noted that the vulnerability of minors is not mitigated 
because of marriage and may, on the contrary, point to an exposure to a child marriage 
or a forced marriage.  

 In SW, BL, BC v Stadt Darmstadt, Stadt Chemnitz (Joined Cases C‑273/20 and 
C‑355/20), the CJEU ruled that the minority of the sponsoring unaccompanied child is 
not a condition for family reunification with parents. In addition, Article 13(2) of the Family 
Reunification Directive precludes national legislation under which the right of residence 
of the parents is terminated as soon as the child reaches the age of majority. 

 In Bundesrepublik Deutschland v XC, joined by Landkreis Cloppenburg (C-279/20), the 
CJEU analysed the date to which national authorities must refer when determining 
whether the child of a sponsoring beneficiary of refugee status is a minor for the 
purpose of family reunification. When a child has attained majority before the sponsoring 
parent was granted refugee status and before the application for family reunification 
was submitted, the court observed that the date used to determine if the child is a minor 
is the date on which the sponsoring parent submitted an asylum application, provided 
that an application for family reunification was submitted within 3 months of the 
recognition of the parent’s refugee status. In addition, the legal parent/child relationship 
is not sufficient on its own to constitute a real family relationship for family reunification. 
Nonetheless, it is not necessary for the parent and the child to cohabit in a single 
household, to live under the same roof or to support each other financially. The court 
noted that occasional visits and regular contact of any kind may be sufficient to establish 
the existence of a real family relationship. 

 In light of CJEU case law in 2022, the Administrative Court in Luxembourg found in one 
case that a refugee child could not be considered to be unaccompanied for the purpose 
of family reunification after her adult brother was appointed as her guardian. However, 
the authorities should have taken other circumstances into account when deciding on 
her request to reunite with her parents, such as the child’s young age and her 
psychological distress since her separation from the parents. The Human Rights 
Committee recommended to the Luxembourgish government to cease imposing strict 
deadlines for family reunification under more favourable conditions for beneficiaries of 
international protection.32 

https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2542
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2928
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2645
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2645
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2646
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2525
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 The Tribunal of Brussels submitted an urgent request to the CJEU for a preliminary 
ruling on the legality of family members of a beneficiary of international protection 
having to submit their request for family reunification at a Belgian diplomatic or consular 
office. In parallel, the Flemish Refugee Action made recommendations on facilitating the 
family reunification procedure for beneficiaries of international protection. It demanded 
that the government change the legislation and allow family members to apply digitally, 
without the need to travel to the nearest consular post or embassy.33 

 The Finnish Supreme Administrative Court analysed a family reunification request in light 
of the CJEU judgment in B.M.M. and others from 2020. The court underlined that, in 
principle, a final and binding decision should not be overturned as a matter of legal 
certainty. However, in the particular case, the incorrect application of the law could not 
be corrected by a new application. Thus, the court annulled the final decision and 
ordered the authorities to process the case again, listing the sponsor’s son as a minor. 

 The Finnish Supreme Administrative Court considered the validity of proxy marriages for 
family reunification procedures. In one case, the court noted that the request cannot be 
refused only because the marriage certificate was not legalised or because it was not 
entered in the Finnish population registry. The court underlined that the authorities need 
to assess the reason for the proxy marriage, which was legal in the spouse’s country of 
origin. In addition, the authorities should assess the duration and stability of family life 
and the intention to start family life as a married couple  

 The Finnish Supreme Administrative Court observed in another case that the reasons 
invoked to marry by video link did not seem convincing. However, the facts indicated 
the couple’s intention to establish a family life, and thus, the marriage was considered as 
valid. 

 In Cyprus, the International Protection Administrative Court (IPAC) issued a positive 
decision (YT v RoC via CRMD, ΔΔΠ 500/2019, decision date 10 November 2022) in a 
case of a recognised refugee who had applied for family reunification with the spouse 
and four under-age children. As the applicant had applied 3 months after the status was 
granted, the application was subject to material conditions. The application had been 
rejected by the Civil Registry and Migration Department (CRMD) on the basis of financial 
criteria. Although the applicant was employed, it was deemed that the income was 
insufficient to support the family. IPAC annulled the decision on the basis of insufficient 
research of the material facts by the CRMD and provided clear guidance on the 
examination of family reunification applications of refugees, emphasising the need for 
the CRMD to take into consideration the special circumstances of refugees and the best 
interests of the child.34 

 Assessing the requirement for documentary evidence in family reunification procedures, 
the Council for Alien Law Litigation (CALL) in Belgium overruled the decision of the 
Immigration Office to reject a request by an Afghan beneficiary of subsidiary protection 
because he was unable to present a marriage certificate or the results of a DNA test 
proving family ties. The applicant’s wife was requested to provide a criminal record, as a 
precondition for the DNA test. CALL concluded that it was unfair to make the DNA test 
preconditional on submitting a criminal record, taking into account the overall situation 
in Afghanistan. Based on the Family Reunification Directive, Article 11(2), the office 

https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=3172
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=3157
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=1147
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2367
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2371
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2858
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should have taken into account other pieces of evidence and circumstances to assess 
the existence of a family relationship.  

 In contrast, the Finnish Supreme Administrative Court confirmed the rejection of a family 
reunification request because a valid travel document from the country of origin was not 
submitted. One of the parents wanted to be reunited with the spouse (sponsor) who had 
obtained a residence permit on individual humanitarian grounds and with the child who 
had refugee status in Finland. However, the parent’s application for international 
protection was rejected and the authorities found no reasons for which he could not 
contact his home country’s authorities. The court underlined that residence permits for 
family reunification can only be issued in exceptional cases when the travel document is 
lacking and no special circumstances affected the child’s best interests to justify an 
exemption. 

 In another case, the Finnish Supreme Administrative Court sent back a case for re-
examination, as it found that the child’s best interests were not sufficiently analysed 
when the authorities rejected one of the parent’s request for family reunification based 
on the suspicion that his request intended to circumvent general migration regulations. 

 The High Court in Ireland found that an applicant had not been provided with adequate 
information on the family reunification procedure in a language that they understood, 
which violated Article 22 of the recast Qualification Directive. 

 In family reunification cases involving nationals of Eritrea, the Dutch Council of State 
underlined that the authorities must take into account the limited availability of 
documents and not hold it against the applicant that the birth certificate is missing. The 
court reiterated that the authorities should assess information in a holistic way and 
consider whether the benefit of doubt can be given to the applicant following this 
examination.  

 In the case of a request to reunite an Afghan mother with her child and husband who 
already received protection in Belgium, CALL annulled the rejection as the 
administrative documents did not show evidence of the authority’s examination of the 
best interests of the child or the child’s serious illness.  

 In June 2022, the Civil Court of Rome accepted an appeal presented by a Somali 
beneficiary of international protection against the refusal of a family visa for his wife 
based on the absence of sufficient documentation certifying the marriage bond. The 
applicant was not present at the time of the registration of the marriage and his 
signature had been affixed by a third person. The court highlighted the limits faced by a 
holder of international protection in producing the required documentation and insisted 
on the need to highlight further elements for the purpose of verifying the genuineness of 
the link.35 

 In December 2022 in Germany, the Federal Administrative Court ruled that a distinction 
between refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection for the right to family 
reunification does not violate the Constitution.36 Another discussion in 2022 concerned 
the additional criteria for family reunification when minor children were the sponsors and 
wish to reunite with their parents. Parents of unaccompanied minors may only be 
granted a visa if the family already existed in the country of origin. In a particular case of 

https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2506
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2637
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=3029
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=3241
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2503
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interest, the child was born in Germany, so it was argued that the ‘family’ did not exist 
yet at the time the parents were in the country of origin. However, in June 2022, the 
Higher Administrative Court decided that the criterion of the ‘already-existing family’ 
does not necessarily require identical persons but that the family already exists as a 
family.37 

 In Sweden, the Migration Court of Appeal found that, when determining the age of the 
sponsor for family reunification, the relevant time should be the time of the application 
for family reunification. If the person is under 18 years when the application for family 
reunification is lodged, there should be no condition that the application must be lodged 
within 3 months from the decision on the residence permit.  

 The Council of State in the Netherlands delivered a judgment on the right to be heard in 
family reunification cases. Dutch law allows to waive the obligation to hear an applicant 
in family reunification cases when the person’s objection against a planned decision is 
considered to be manifestly unfounded. In the specific case, the council concluded that 
the applicants submitted additional evidence and substantiated special individual 
circumstances that should have led to a hearing. 

 The Cypriot Administrative Court of International Protection observed several 
deficiencies in a case involving a minor Somali applicant. One example included that the 
authorities took into account the date of his medical examination for the purpose of 
family reunification and not the date of his application for international protection.  

 
 
 
To search for more developments by topic, country or year, consult the EUAA National Asylum 
Developments Database. 
 
To read more case law related to asylum, consult the EUAA Case Law Database. 

 
  

https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=3201
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2664
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/pages/viewcaselaw.aspx?CaseLawID=2677
https://euaa.europa.eu/national-asylum-developments-database
https://euaa.europa.eu/national-asylum-developments-database
https://caselaw.euaa.europa.eu/Pages/default.aspx
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